Department of Classics
Classical Archaeology Minor [CLAR]

Student Name & Class _____________________
Dartmouth ID# _____________________
Major _____________________

Prerequisite:

Classical Studies 6   Term _____   Grade _____

Requirements:

1. TWO courses in Ancient History selected from CLST 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, or 19:

_________________   Term _____   Grade _____
_________________   Term _____   Grade _____

2. FOUR courses in Classical archaeology: two in Greek archaeology (CLST 20-23) and two in Roman archaeology (CLST 24-26):

_________________   Term _____   Grade _____
_________________   Term _____   Grade _____
_________________   Term _____   Grade _____
_________________   Term _____   Grade _____

Participation in either of the Department’s two Foreign Study Programs will meet the requirements for two of the above six courses, one in archaeology and one in history (CLST 30 and CLST 31 respectively).

Petitions [if any]
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

COMPLETION OF MINOR REQUIREMENTS _____________
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